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Abstract (en)
Training cartridge (1) for a shotgun (47), comprising an outer hollow casing (2) closed at its opposite ends (3,4) by front and a rear parts (5, 6),
respectively.A concentrically arranged, inner barrel tube (7) is for accommodating at least two pellets (Pf, P, Pr) before shooting. A compartment (9)
for accommodating pressurized gas is defined between the inside (10) of the outer hollow casing (2), the insides (11, 12) of the front and rear parts
(5, 6) and the outside (13) of the barrel tube (7). With the inventive solution, a pellet loading opening (16) is arranged at the stern surface (17) of
the rear part (6), and at least one gas flow channel (18;19) with a valve (20;21) is arranged extending through the side of the barrel tube (7) at an
axial position of more than 11/2 barrel diameter from the pellet loading opening (16). The valve (20;21) has a movable part (22;23) extending into
the barrel (8). The at least two pellets (Pf, P, Pr) are introduced into the barrel through the central loading opening (16) until the most rear pellet (Pr)
is flush with the stern surface (17) of the rear part (6). The at least one rear pellet (P, Pr) then closes off the barrel (8). No other closure means are
arranged at the rear part (6). When shooting, the firing pin (52) hammers directly at the most rear pellet (Pr) causing all the pellets (Pf, P, Pr) to move
forward through the barrel (8). The front pellet engages immediately with the movable part (22;23) of the valve (20; 21), and causes it to open the
valve for gas inlet. The gas rapidly flows in between the front pellet (Pf) and the succeeding rear pellet (P), so that the front pellet (Pf) is shoot out
of the barrel (8). The pellets are typically plastic pellets weighing 0,12-0,5 grams. The pellet trajectory is kept as short as typically 4-6 meters. The
inventive training cartridge is then highly reliable and safe for the shooter or rifleman to exercise with outside the official shooting premises. For the
animal hunter it is a great advantage, that shooting with his own shotgun at his home premises can be exercised, so that building up muscle memory
with his own weapon before going out in the nature is achieved.
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